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A FIRST 
CHOICE
With a comprehensive range of integrated 
services, Wise McGrath has established an 
enviable reputation as a preferred provider 
of mercantile, investigative and legal support 
services to a wide range of industries.

SPECIALISED DIVISIONS
• Mercantile and Legal Field Services

• Recovery Services

• Investigation and Pre-Employment 
Screening

• Legal Support Solutions

COMPLIANCE &  
BRAND PROTECTION
With over three decades worth of 
experience and wide ranging technical 
expertise, Wise McGrath enables clients 
to focus on their core business, confident 
that their mercantile, investigative and 
legal support requirements are being 
well managed and that their brand and 
reputation are in safe hands. Wise McGrath 
practices respectful, ethical and responsible 
customer contact at all times.



WE ARE COMPLETELY 
FOCUSED ON BEING THE 
MOST PROFESSIONAL, 
RESULTS-DRIVEN AND 
ETHICAL ORGANISATION 
WITHIN THE MARKETS IN 
WHICH WE OPERATE. 
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COMPREHENSIVE RANGE 
OF SERVICES
By working as their partner, Wise McGrath provides clients with access to 
expertise and innovation, superior personalised service and technical excellence, 
with experience across many demanding industry sectors. This benefits our clients 
by providing them with an integrated, tailored service solution.

INVESTIGATION
• Business Intelligence 

and Investigation

• Surveillance

• Factual Insurance 
Investigation

• Internal/Disciplinary 
Investigation

• Fraud and Corruption 
Enquiries

• Litigation Support

• Pre-employment 
Screening

LEGAL SUPPORT
• Support Process 

Outsourcing

• Manual Services

• Settlement Services

• Online Searching

• eDiscovery

• Transcription & Data 
Entry

FIELD & RECOVERY 
SERVICES

• Field Calls

• Process Serving

• Repossession Services

• Mortgage Recovery Services

• Skip Tracing/Location Services

• Court and Home Examinations

• Field Audit & Verification 
Services

• Court Filing
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BY UNDERSTANDING CLIENTS’ NEEDS WISE 
MCGRATH TAILORS SERVICES TO FIT SPECIFIC 
REQUIREMENTS ON A CLIENT-BY-CLIENT BASIS. 

THE 
SECTORS 
WE SERVE

BANKING AND FINANCE

CORPORATE AND INDUSTRIAL

GOVERNMENT

INSURANCE

LEGAL

PROPERTY

RECEIVABLES MANAGEMENT

UTILITIES
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A TRUSTED 
MANAGEMENT 
TEAM THAT 
DELIVERS RESULTS 
AND VALUE

The senior team at Wise McGrath have vast 
experience and expertise across the full spectrum of 
mercantile, investigative and legal support services. 
These skills help to ensure prompt resolutions and as 
a result, offer greater value.
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FIELD CALLS
With a national network of 
experienced field agents Wise 
McGrath are able to quickly and 
effectively assess an individual’s 
circumstances and the potential for 
debt and asset recovery.

Field agents are also able to 
verify essential information such 
as residence, employment, 
assets, liabilities, insurance, the 
customers’ overall financial position, 
conduct field interviews and pre-
disconnection discussions.

PROCESS SERVING
Using an advanced information 
technology platform the Wise 
McGrath Process Serving division  
is able to monitor and manage  
each assignment to ensure speed 
and professionalism.  

A highly experienced network of 
local, national and international 
agents strictly adhere to internal 
quality control systems, ensuring 
effective service in each jurisdiction, 
in accordance with applicable 
regulations, detailed reporting and 
correctly prepared affidavits.

REPOSSESSION 
SERVICES
Through the accumulation of 
vast experience, comprehensive 
training and an up-to-date and 
thorough understanding of the latest 
regulatory guidelines and legislation, 
Wise McGrath takes on the most 
challenging of asset recovery 
assignments.

By fully preparing a repossession 
strategy based on detailed 
investigation, client instructions, 
compliance requirements and 
adherence to best practice 

guidelines, Wise McGrath ensures 
that agents in the field are fully 
prepared and there is the maximum 
opportunity for recovery success.

MORTGAGE 
RECOVERY SERVICES
Wise McGrath operates as an 
integrated field services management 
partner for some of the largest 
financial institutions in Australia, 
delivering all mortgage related field 
services. These services include initial 
occupancy field calls, document 
serving, lock change, eviction, 
supervised access, premises security 
and a range of miscellaneous  
support services.

The team at Wise McGrath are 
acutely aware of the sensitive nature 
of mortgage recovery action and 
work to ensure customers are treated 
with compassion throughout the 
process. Equally, the team work to 
ensure that the client’s brand and 
reputation is protected at all times.

SKIP TRACING/
LOCATION SERVICES
As a market leader in the provision 
of skip tracing and location services 
Wise McGrath is able to operate 
throughout Australia and overseas 
as a single source provider to their 
clients, delivering services ranging 
from basic searches to premium 
investigation services.

The company’s specialised staff 
have advanced inquiry, analytical, 
compliance and communicative skills 
and use sophisticated techniques 
and technology to leverage multiple, 
legally accessible data sources in 
order to locate hard to find persons 
and assets quickly and efficiently.

COURT AND HOME 
EXAMINATIONS
Maintaining and managing a national 
network of professional staff that 
are trained in effective, personal 
communication techniques ensures 
that when interviewing a customer, 
they are more likely to achieve a 
beneficial outcome.

These examinations provide a 
detailed view of a customer’s financial 
position and are conducted in 
accordance with strict regulatory and 
internal compliance guidelines.

FIELD AUDIT AND 
VERIFICATION 
SERVICES
This highly tailored service can 
provide wholesale (inventory) finance 
and floor plan auditing, payment 
device distribution, pre-contract/
delivery and periodic asset and party/
merchant verification.

Comprehensive reports and 
photographic schedules are provided 
and contribute to a tailored service, 
designed to reduce exposure to 
fraudulent activities.

COURT & TRIBUNAL 
FILING
The Wise McGrath Court Filing team 
is a national network, experienced 
in the efficient, accurate and timely 
verification and lodgement of court 
documents. Our understanding of 
the requirements of courts around 
the country ensures effective delivery 
of this vital service. 

FIELD & RECOVERY SERVICES
All Wise McGrath field and recovery services are delivered under an 
overarching principle of respectful, ethical and responsible customer contact. 



BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE AND 
INVESTIGATION
Through a process that combines primary source research, 
specialised investigative practices and in-depth analysis, 
Wise McGrath has the ability to provide clients with 
invaluable insight into existing and potential corporate  
risk challenges.

SURVEILLANCE
Adhering to the highest ethical practices and standards 
Wise McGrath offers professional and discreet surveillance 
services to gather critical information across a broad range 
of matters, both domestically and internationally.  

Such matters include theft, personal injury, fraud, breaches of 
contract, unethical activity, debt recovery, loss prevention and 
tracing missing persons and defendants to name a few.

FACTUAL INSURANCE 
INVESTIGATION
The team at Wise McGrath is regularly tasked with assisting 
organisations to effectively resolve insurance related issues 
ranging from fraud and theft, to workers compensation and 
public liability actions.

Having successfully managed thousands of insurance related 
investigations over three decades, Wise McGrath are able 
to apply a wealth of knowledge, technical expertise and 
experience to conducting complex factual investigations.

INTERNAL/DISCIPLINARY 
INVESTIGATION
Conducting internal and or disciplinary investigations is a 
complex and often delicate area of expertise that requires  
a strict adherence to all relevant corporate legal and 
regulatory guidelines. 

Wise McGrath are able to assist clients with a range of internal 
investigation or disciplinary matters such as fraud, theft, 
dishonesty or criminal activity. This benefits their private and 
public sector clients with objective and unbiased analysis.

INVESTIGATION SERVICES
Wise McGrath helps clients across Australia and South East Asia manage 
threats to their business through a comprehensive suite of investigation and 
screening services.
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FRAUD AND CORRUPTION 
ENQUIRIES
Wise McGrath investigators are experienced in 
handling fraud and corruption cases objectively and 
discreetly, to mitigate reputational damage to an 
organisation. They assist clients through all the  
stages of the investigation process to reach a 
satisfactory outcome. 

Fraud awareness and prevention is also an important 
service, that the company can provide in order to 
protect assets and reputation.

LITIGATION SUPPORT
Many of Australia’s leading law firms and in-house 
corporate legal departments retain the services of Wise 
McGrath in order to benefit from the wide range of 
litigation support services that they can provide.  

Through their extensive network they are able to deliver 
a wide range of specialist services. These include  
pre-trial investigation, expert witness assessment and 

provision of expert testimony, judgment asset tracing, 
and forensic examination of accounting, documentary 
and information technology sources. 

PRE-EMPLOYMENT SCREENING
Wise McGrath’s pre-employment screening services 
provides clients with information designed to assist in 
determining the employment suitability of an applicant 
- an essential tool in maintaining the security and 
integrity of an organisation. 

The information gathered may include identity verification, 
criminal history, education and employment verification, 
credit reporting, reference verification, financial stability, 
address and professional licence verifications, and media 
coverage. All screening processes comply with relevant 
legal and regulatory guidelines.
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SUPPORT PROCESS 
OUTSOURCING
Wise McGrath offer a wide range  
of tailored legal process outsourcing 
services, with a specific focus  
upon customer service and  
technical excellence.

The Wise McGrath legal support 
team draw upon their considerable 
experience to ensure that all 
assignments are carried out 
accurately, efficiently and within 
specified time frames. All services are 
delivered based upon industry best 
practice framework.  

MANUAL SERVICES
Through their extensive and highly 
experienced national support 
network, Wise McGrath offers 
comprehensive coverage and  
an extensive array of manual  
support services.

Manual support services include 
court filing & processing, settlements, 
stamping, lodgements, national 
litigation searches, old system 
searches, court copying and legal 
courier services.

SETTLEMENT 
SERVICES
Wise McGrath’s experienced agents 
regularly attend to settlements, 
stamping and registration on their 
clients’ behalf, ensuring that all 
aspects of the process proceed 

effectively. Their knowledgeable 
clerks attend to all secondary 
actions (e.g. cheque collection, bank 
deposits) quickly and efficiently.

In-house Wise McGrath agents, 
are able to facilitate settlement 
bookings and attendances across 
all jurisdictions, via their extensive 
national network.

ONLINE SEARCHING
Wise McGrath’s online search facility 
delivers access to a wide range 
of information searches utilised 
by clients such as law practices, 
settlement and conveyancing agents, 
government departments, mortgage 
processors and in-house counsel.

A broad range of accessible search 
databases provide clients with 
accurate, reliable and crucial online 
information. All online search facilities 
are fully supported via a professional 
help desk team.

eDISCOVERY
Wise McGrath provides customised 
litigation support services to meet 
the particular discovery needs of 
their clients. Technical experts 
identify relevant electronically stored 
information (ESI), prior to extracting 
and analysing evidence utilising 
advanced digital forensics. Evidence 
can be presented for assessment in a 
range of document formats.

Skilled personnel are experienced 
working with complex, catastrophic 

and routine matters alike and the 
technology utilised by Wise McGrath 
is flexible, customisable and secure.

TRANSCRIPTION & 
DATA ENTRY
Wise McGrath’s transcription team 
provides high quality transcription 
and word processing services 
for legal, medical, medico-legal, 
radiology, finance, academia  
and media.

Utilising the latest software, allowing 
for all dictation formats, Wise 
McGrath’s transcription services can 
improve service turnarounds, and 
create opportunities to improve 
overall operational and cost 
effectiveness. Services are delivered 
on a national basis and Wise McGrath 
regularly manage significant audio 
volume, whilst maintaining adherence 
to strict service level requirements.

LEGAL SUPPORT SOLUTIONS
With offices in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Canberra the team at  
Wise McGrath are able to offer a wide range of tailored legal process 
outsourcing and online services, with a specific focus upon customer  
service and technical excellence.



WISE MCGRATH IS THE 
PREFERRED PROVIDER 
FOR SOME OF THE 
COUNTRY’S MOST 
PROMINENT FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS, LAW FIRMS 
AND GOVERNMENT 
AGENCIES.
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NEW ENQUIRIES
Business Manager
Phone: 1300 226 227
Fax: 1300 226 228
Email: info@wisemcgrath.com.au

INDUSTRY MEMBERSHIPS
• Institute of Mercantile Agents (IMA)

• Australian Institute of Credit Management (AICM)

• Australian Institute of Professional Investigators (AIPI)

Australian Credit License: 389462

Master License: 409857341

Sydney – Head Office    |    Melbourne    |    Brisbane    |    Canberra

The Wise McGrath team is proficient in 
working with a broad range of industry sectors, 
providing solutions in the following areas.

Field Services, Recovery Services, Investigation 
& Screening and Legal Support Solutions.

WISE MCGRATH LOOKS 
FORWARD TO THE 
OPPORTUNITY TO BECOME 
YOUR TRUSTED PARTNER


